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This leaflet contains an updated list of the educational
resources proposed on the website (and on the social
networks) of Citéco/la Cité de l’économie et de la
monnaie, in particular those available for teachers.
Hyperlinks allow direct access to each resource or
type of resource.
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1 Discover economics!
Discover economics in a pedagogical, funny and interactive way.

10 000 years
of economy

16 games

An interactive chronology of
economic history, with more than
200 commented and illustrated
events. New version, winner of
« Site of the Day » award.

about the
economy and
management,
including
games created
by our partners.

32 videos

16 games

or series of videos, about the
e c o n o m i c c i r c u i t , g ro w t h ,
the crisis, the labour market,
banknotes, etc. (13 of them in
English). New videos: Money
Creation, Driving the State
Budget.

about sustainable development.
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Cit€co
Our first serious game about the
economy and sustainable development (in French only). New: web
version.

2 filmographies
Actors and directors propose
another way of looking at the
economy. “Work and Enterprise”
filmography. New: “Banks and
Finance” filmography (in French
only).

38 easy stats
Discover new, easy and dynamic
ways to present economic
statistics.

« See the world differently »
and « Get data to talk », the first
two datavisualisations created by
the Cité de l’économie.
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Images of crises
New: our first webdoc. Live (or live
again) five xxth and xxirst century
crises with selected audiovisual
archives.

31 current issues
and debates
Our dossier on the EU and
the euro area. Video debates
(in French) on debt, crises, tax
systems, firms, pensions, etc.

26 items in our
teacher’s corner
Background information, pedagogical guides, etc.

The sheep market
game
New: an online game to
experiment, in the classroom,
the fonctioning of a market and
price-determination (currently, in
French only).
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33 board games

29 bibliographies

New: our selections of board
games, to experiment the economy
and have fun at the same time.

including 19 bibliographies
for youngsters about money,
consumption, work, humor and
economics, money and theater,
sustainable development,
cartoons, etc.

18 pieces
of collection
Medieval and antic coins, first
banknotes, shells used as means
of payment, etc.

112 events
dedicated to the pedagogy of
economics from 2011, including
the Journées de l’économie (JECO),
exhibitions, books, etc.
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2 Our portals
Our portals are open windows on other reference websites.

21 sites on economic
education
to learn economics, to discover
various perspectives on the
economy, to share the experience
of economists.

37 websites
on economic news
to understand what is at stake: a
panel of blogs, economic portals,
and french and foreign websites.

39 museums
dedicated to economics and
money, in Europe and worldwide.
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46 broadcast
programs
on the economy, on French radio
and TV.

39 collections
of banknotes,
coins and
medals, in
France and
abroad.

38 organisations
whose mission is to conduct and to
convey economic analyses.
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3 Hôtel Gaillard
and the future Cité
The Cité de l’économie will be housed in this Historical Monument
which will be open to the general public for the first time.

Work in progress

Virtual tour

Discover images of the future
Cité’s architecture and scenography.

Take already a virtual walk in the
Hôtel Gaillard.

Historical
background
History and style of the monument.
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4 To know more about
Citéco
Discover our partners, our Scientific Council and the calendar of
Citéco.

Partners

Scientific Council

They help us to create Citéco.

Experts from various walks of
economic thinking and pedagogy.

Calendar
An interactive calendar with the
milestones of Citéco.
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5 Follow us on social
networks
The Cité de l’économie is active on various social networks.

On Twitter
Economic pedagogy in link with economic events and
news (most of our tweets are in French).

On Facebook
Our events, our videos.

On our Youtube channel
More than 40 pedagogical videos (including videos in
English).

On Flickr
Photographs about Citéco.
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comments on cit

to help us to create a Cité de l’économie
which will meet your expectations!
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